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Resumo 

 

 

O presente trabalho pretende documentar o percurso profissional após 
conclusão da Licenciatura em Engenharia Electrónica e de 
Telecomunicações o qual é apresentado de uma forma cronológica. 

 

A primeira experiência profissional teve o duplo caráter de ser a primeira 
oportunidade de emprego e de verificar como as competências adquiridas na 
universidade se integram num dia-a-dia de trabalho. Planeamento e 
optimização rádio, análises de problemas, implementação de 
parametrização. 

 

De seguida na Holanda, efetuar o planeamento rádio em Rotterdam e 
Optimização em Amsterdam, integrando uma layer UMTS sobre uma layer 
GSM já existente (e ainda em expansão). 

 

A etapa seguinte na Dinamarca em que, além do planeamento UMTS, 
efectuei a calibração do modelo de propagação utilizado nas simulações de 
planeamento rádio. 

 

A KPN (operador holandês) proporcionou uma mudança da rede de acesso 
rádio para a rede core e sinalização, permitiu compreender melhor a origem 
de alguns problemas rádio mas também adquirir conhecimentos do ponto de 
vista de interligação intra- e inter-redes. 

 

A etapa final (e atual) no European Patent Office, permite uma transição para 
o domínio de proteção intelectual mantendo contudo uma ligação muito 
próxima com os desenvolvimentos técnicos no domínio das 
telecomunicações. 
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Abstract 

 

This report intends to document my professional path after concluding the 
university studies in 2001. 

 

The first professional experience had the double character of being the first 
employment opportunity and verifying how the acquired competences at university 
are applied in a working environment. Planning and optimisation of radio networks, 
parameter settings changes/implementations. 

 

The next stage, and first international experience, in the Netherlands doing the 
radio network planning of T-Mobile in Rotterdam and the optimisation of the 
Amsterdam area. 

 

A further experience in Denmark, for the planning of the UMTS network and the 
calibration of the propagation model used for radio planning simulations. 

 

KPN in the Netherlands allowed in 2011 to change from Radio Access to Core 
network domain. The competences are broadened, allowing to understand some 
radio network problems and their causes originating in the core network and also 
understanding the inter-signalling within the network and between different 
networks. 

 

The final (and current) post, in the European Patent Office, allowing a transition to 
the intellectual property protection, enabling as well a close contact with technology 
developments in wireless telecommunications. 
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1  - INTRODUCTION 
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This report documents my professional experience since graduating at the University of 

Aveiro in 2001. 

It starts with the first and longest role (so far) at Optimus, the first contact in a 

professional environment. The role involved planning and optimising a radio network 

(GSM and UMTS) in a geographic area of Portugal, dealing with customer complaints, 

participating in workgroups (e.g. roaming capture, trials of new tools, proposing and 

implementing parameter changes to improve network performance. 

After five years, the will to have an international working experience became real, with T-

Mobile in The Netherlands enabling the opportunity. Unlike in Portugal, T-Mobile 

adopted a separation between the planning and the optimisation tasks of the network, in 

this role, the main task was the UMTS planning of the Rotterdam area (city and outskirts) 

and assisting the colleagues in the north provinces of Friesland and Groningen. 

When leaving Portugal I changed from permanent employee to freelance positions 

resulting in less stability, after 18 months in The Netherlands the contract was terminated 

and a new role came in my path, this time in Denmark, at TDC (former state operator) 

during six months. The main tasks in this project were the planning of the UMTS network 

in the motorways in the north and centre of the country, finishing the seasonal/resort 

areas network planning (that started in the previous year) and assisting in the group 

responsible for the calibration of the propagation model for Small and Medium cities. 

June 2008 sees my return to The Netherlands, again to T-Mobile, this time as optimisation 

engineer responsible for the network performance and integration in the Amsterdam 

area (including Schiphol airport) and once again assisting the colleagues in the north 

provinces of the country. The contract would terminate by the end of September in 2009. 

In 2010, an incursion of eight months to England to join a project of consolidation of two 

networks from two operators into a single network, the main tasks were the network 

performance and inevitable customer complaints as many base stations were removed 

(due to quasi-redundant networks). After this project, there was a very short position (2.5 

months) in Germany, for the LTE network planning of Vodafone Germany. As in these two 

projects, the scope of the tasks had been introduced in the previous posts, no chapter is 

dedicated to them. 

In early 2011, pursuing a return to a permanent position in The Netherlands, I was offered 

a post at KPN. Additionally, I was also looking for a change in the network domain in order 

to expand my technical competences and this position allowed me just that, with my 

scope of activities moving from radio to the core domain. Working with the core network 

provides insight in more specific signalling issues that often have an effect in the radio 
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network performance. The radio network experience enabled me to recognize some of 

the issues and foreseeing eventual problems in the daily core network tasks. 

Despite being a rewarding post, since 2009 I was applying to a post in the European 

Patent Office and, unexpectedly in 2012, I was offered such post. Despite being sad for 

unexpectedly leaving my team at KPN, I’m quite pleased to have taken the post at the 

EPO. The daily tasks of search and examination of patent application enable me to always 

learn something new, in addition the application of the Articles and Rules of the European 

Patent Convention (and those of the Patent Cooperation Treaty), resulting also in a 

juridical aspect of work. 
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2 - OPTIMUS, PORTUGAL 

Post: Radio Engineer (2001-2006). 

_________________________________________________________________________
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

After having concluded the graduation in February 2001, the usual steps of any just-

graduate appear: finding a first job opportunity having no previous working experience, 

sending CVs, motivation letters and additionally the question “will I find a post in my field 

of specialisation?”. As any newcomer in the work market, one can try to apply to only 

some specific employers, but the lack of response or a large time span until a reply arrives 

and the chance that it might be a negative reply, forces candidates to pursue other 

options. 

Having had a substantial component of RF wireless communications, in the option 

subjects of the last year, my first working experience took place at the mobile operator 

Optimus Telecomunicações SA (currently known as NOS) in Portugal, between 2001 and 

2006 in its radio department. Main tasks included Planning and Optimisation of the GSM 

(2G) and UMTS (3G) networks. Planning included using geographical data, planning tool 

simulation and field/site visits performing, when needed, drive test measurements. 

Optimisation included using statistics collected by network elements (e.g. BTS, Node B, 

BSC, RNC), KPI performance (e.g. Dropped Call Rate, Call Setup Success Rate, Congestion, 

Handover Failure, etc.) in order to identify cells with performance problems and 

measurements campaigns in order to detect particular performance problems, not 

detectable in main KPI indicators or statistics, using parameters to control cell operation 

performance (e.g. power control, handover margin). Additionally, in the aforementioned 

period (2001-2006), there was also a group set up to deliver proposals how to increase 

roaming revenue fulfilling the regulatory requirements of the license given to the 

operator (ICP/ANACOM). Although 3GPP standards for 3G/UMTS had started in the late 

90s, standard rollout started in 2002, wherein interoperability between the two systems 

was measured, tested. Another competence was performing electric and magnetic field 

measurements to assess the compliance with regulations regarding delimiting safety 

distances when someone would have to be in the vicinity of the equipment. 

2.2 ICP/ANACOM AUDIT 

ICP/ANACOM produces on a regular basis, reports concerning the quality of service of the 

several network providers. Such benchmarks are based on criteria such as network 

accessibility, network retainability, quality of the connections, etc. The report for 2001 

can be found on [1]. 

In 2001, when starting this post, the preparation for such audit was undergoing. A special 

attention was given to the areas measured by the national regulator; such areas 

comprise(d) Main Cities (e.g. district capitals), main roads (e.g. Motorways and important 
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national roads). I was allocated to the team responsible for the north of Portugal, 

excluding the Oporto region. Such region comprised cities as Braga, Viana do Castelo, 

Bragança and Vila Real and motorways IC1/A28, A4/IP4, A3/IP1. The Figure 2.1 illustrates 

that region. 

 
FIGURE 2.1 - ALLOCATED GEOGRAPHICAL AREA FOR PLANNING AND PERFORMANCE TASKS. 

The method used for the preparation of the audit was the realization of extensive drive 

test measurements in the locations to be benchmarked. The measurement teams would 

perform and deliver plots including the coverage level, RXLEV, quality, RXQUAL and 

Events occurring during the call, whereas some events are expected (e.g. handover, cell 

reselection, location update) and others require attention (e.g. call setup failure, call 

drop, handover failure) as these impact the general network accessibility and call quality 

(as experienced by the customer). 

With this information and statistics collected from the base stations/cells of the 

benchmark areas, improvement areas were identified and changes proposed. These 

changes could include some/any of the following: 

• Hardware changes: replacing antennas, changing the antenna’s azimuth or tilt in 

order to reduce interference with neighbouring base stations/cells; 

• Software changes: changing parameters such as reselection, handover, defining 

missing neighbour relations between neighbouring cells (it should be however noted that 
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FIGURE 2.2 - IDENTIFICATION OF COVERAGE/QUALITY PROBLEMS IN THE CITY OF VIANA DO CASTELO 

in some cases, it could be not obvious that some neighbour relations would be needed, 

such examples could arise from base stations distant from each other with several base 

stations present between them both); 

 Frequency planning: with the addition of cell(s)/base station(s), it is normal that 

frequency reuse would become tight(er). These measurements allow to identify 

co-channel/adjacent channel reuse interference and changes in the frequencies 

used by the base transceiver stations in the area; in addition other parameters as 

the BSIC, Mobile Allocation (MA) list, MAIO, HSN, frequency hopping type, could 

be adjusted in order to reduce interference (cf. sub-chapter 3.3 of [2]); 

 Capacity planning: identifying cell(s) with limited available capacity (due for 

example high usage) and adding extra capacity for traffic (e.g. TCH) and signalling 

(e.g. SDCCH). 

After the changes were implemented, the statistic performance of the cells/base stations 

was analysed to assess improvement, eventually, new drive test measurements were 

performed to verify that the problems previously identified were effectively resolved (e.g. 

in Figure 2.2). 
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2.3 NETWORK PLANNING 

One of the common tasks of a wireless telecommunication engineer is to identify the 

needs of expanding or improving coverage and plan where and what solutions to be 

implemented for the needed improvement, whereas in some network operators there 

are engineers that only perform tasks of planning engineers. In Optimus, radio engineers 

were responsible for both plan and optimisation of the geographical area allocated to 

them (or their teams). 

Often, this need may arise from a major rollout plan in which a large area (e.g. a country) 

will have a new plan of radio communication. An example can be the rollout of a new 

system/standard, like UMTS was, when GSM was the existing layer, and currently LTE on 

top of the existing systems. Additionally, input from other departments (e.g. Marketing) 

were used in the network expansion plan (also named Build Plan throughout the 

document), depending on strategic decisions of the company. 

A large/nationwide plan is based on a link budget, wherein all elements introducing gains 

and losses are accounted for, resulting in a power budget for the area. The link budget 

includes an Uplink (UL) and Downlink (DL) summary of such losses/gains. 

A typical link budget equation for a radio communications system may generally look like 

the following equation: 

PRX = PTX + GTX +	GRX −	LTX − LFS − LFM − LRX (2.1) 

where: 

PRX= received power (dBm) 

PTX = transmitter output power (dBm) 

GTX = transmitter antenna gain (dBi) 

GRX = receiver antenna gain (dBi) 

LTX = transmit feeder and associated losses (feeder, connectors, etc.) (dB) 

LFS = free space loss or path loss (dB) 

LFM = many-sided signal propagation losses (these include fading margin, polarization 
mismatch, losses associated with medium through which signal is travelling, other 
losses...) (dB) 

LRX = receiver feeder losses (feeder, connectors, etc.) (dB). 

The goal of power budget calculation is to balance the uplink and downlink. The received 

signal sensitivity may be different because the mobile station and the base transceiver 
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station have different Radio frequency architecture. The power of BTS can be adjusted to 

balance the whole link. The power balance (uplink and down link) decide the cell range. 

A detailed link budget presentation, with examples for different 2G services 

(GSM/GPRS/EDGE), is presented in [4], [5] contains a similar analysis for 3G 

(WCDMA/UMTS) and for HSPA (HSDPA and HSUPA). Link budgets for LTE are presented in 

[6]. 

Here we can see two conditions that are: 

 The downlink is greater than the uplink: It results in the range of BTS being greater 

than that of the MS and causing possible dropped calls on uplink after initiation of 

handover; coverage area is smaller in reality than the prediction. This condition is 

the most frequent. 

 The uplink is greater than the downlink: it results in the range of BTS being less 

than Range of MS, and there is no coverage problem from MS to BTS. 

The condition in that the uplink > downlink, is better than the condition uplink < 

downlink. 

Although the link budget definition presented is generic, each implementation (standard) 

is adapted to comprise standard specific parameters/features (e.g. Soft-Handover is a 

WCDMA specific parameter). 
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FIGURE 2.3 - WCDMA LINK BUDGET FOR 12.2KBPS VOICE SERVICE. 

All this information is used in radio planning tools, which use a propagation model and 

several geographical databases comprising data as diverse as population distribution, 

topography type, environment, voice/data traffic and simulate upon input of radio 

infrastructure network elements (e.g. macro base stations, micro/femto base stations, 

repeaters) the service expected in a particular location. In a large planning, such 

simulation is done for a substantial amount of network elements simultaneously. As the 

first iteration will inevitably contain coverage "holes", several iterations of the process 

take place until a satisfactory result is obtained. 

In other cases, subject to budget availability, the engineers responsible for the area, 

propose specific locations for network expansion (in capacity or coverage), these 

locations may have known service problems. 
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In these cases, a location is first identified, engineers using geodata and military charts to 

identify theoretical potential locations and perform coverage/service simulations. Later a 

visit with a site negotiator from the Towering/Construction department, to show the 

location of the candidates, indicates the solution. The negotiator will then contact the 

owners and the local authorities, in order to get legal paperwork and negotiates the price 

demand. They will return with feedback for each candidate with what is possible, 

potential rejections (e.g. owners not interested, municipalities rejecting permits, etc.). 

The engineers will then rank the candidates and the preferred will be built. 

  
FIGURE 2.4 - SIMULATION RESULTS FOR A BASE STATION WITH DIFFERENT ANTENNA TYPES AND CELLS’ AZIMUTHS. 

By working in a specific (limited) region, engineers gain knowledge of the area, of its 

constraints in terms of topography, obstructions and distribution of population. This 

accumulation of knowledge allows identifying where coverage improvement is needed. 

This is however not the only source, others are: 

 Measurement campaigns of cities, villages, railways, motorways/N-roads; 

 Planning tool simulations; 

 Customer complaints; 

 Network quality department (which internally benchmarked Optimus with the 
other network providers). 

Each team (region) then makes a short selection of proposals, technically documented, of 

locations that need improvement (e.g. number of complaints, coverage levels, 

measurements, forthcoming main roads, etc.) and management will then, depending on 

the available budget, decide which of the proposals will be given a green light. 
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Example:  

Given several complaints in the region of Felgueiras and Lixa, it was decided to put 

forward a proposal of a new location for installation of network equipment. Figure 2.5 

comprises simulation of the planning tool with measurements collected. The criteria used 

in the figure are the same as described in the legend of Figure 2.2. 

 
FIGURE 2.5 - INTEGRATED RESULT OF THE PLANNING TOOL SIMULATION AND DRIVE TEST MEASUREMENTS. 

The simulation results depend on the parameters used as input in the radio planning tool. 

In the case of no knowledge of the region, a default configuration would be used. Figure 

2.6 and Figure 2.7 illustrate some of the fields that are used to configure base stations or 

cells/sectors in order to perform a radio propagation simulation. Although omitted, more 

parameters are configurable in the tool, from antenna types and patterns, to frequency 

allocations, traffic models, power control. 

All this process of network planning was applied to the 3G (UMTS/WCDMA) network, 

where the planning was performed with a propagation model (e.g. calibrated for the 

frequencies to be used, power control, sensitivities of network elements, etc.). 
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FIGURE 2.6 - SITE PARAMETERS. 

 
FIGURE 2.7 - TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS OF A GSM STATION/SECTOR, BELONGING TO A SITE. 
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2.4 OPTIMISATION/PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In parallel with the planning tasks, a standard function of radio communication engineers 

is the optimisation of the network. 

Wireless network optimisation can be active, i.e., the engineer tries constantly to improve 

the performance of the network, so that it meets target metrics, translating into 

improved customer perception, or reactive, i.e., as a response to a situation already on-

going (e.g. customer complaints). 

Optimisation may be needed due to: 

 New network elements installed; 

 Changes in hardware/software parameters on some of the network elements; 

 Malfunction/outage of network elements. 

When new elements are introduced in the network (often referred to as integration, as 

the network elements are to be integrated in the network), a multitude of information 

has to be prepared for proper functioning of the element. We’re talking about 

information such as frequency data, neighbour cells (inter-RAT and intra-RAT), power 

control parameters, etc. This information is crucial as it implicates not only how well the 

new element will provide service to customers but also because it impacts other elements 

of the network. It was often necessary to redefine the frequency plan of the area to 

accommodate the new cells and minimise interference. Figure 2.8 exemplifies parameters 

for a cell reference. 

 
FIGURE 2.8 - NEW CELL INTO THE NETWORK. THE TEMPLATE - URBAN FOR THIS CELL - IS A DEFAULT SET OF PARAMETERS 

OPTIMISED TO THE ENVIRONMENT WHERE THE NEW CELL WILL BE ACTIVATED. 

When UMTS network elements started being integrated into the network, not only a new 

layer of service was introduced but an interaction with the existing GSM network 

occurred. Figure 2.9 shows network overlay of both systems, illustrating the co-existence 

of both systems in the same geographical area, wherein handover/reselection occurs. 
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FIGURE 2.9 - NETWORK OVERLAY FROM GSM AND WCDMA. 

Reselection/Handover from/to WCDMA or GSM is controlled by parameters on both 

technologies. 

On GSM, the cell selection and reselection criterion in idle mode, is the C1 Criterion (See 

chapter 6.4 in [8]): 

�1 = � −max	(�, 0) (2.2) 

where 

A = RLA_C - RXLEV_ACCESS_MIN 

B = MS_TXPWR_MAX_CCH - P except for the class 3 DCS 1 800 MS where: 

B=MS_TXPWR_MAX_CCH + POWER OFFSET - P 

RLA_C = Running average of received signal level 

RXLEV_ACCESS_MIN = Minimum received signal level at the MS required for access to the 
system 

MS_TXPWR_MAX_CCH = Maximum TX power level an MS may use when accessing the 
system until otherwise commanded 

POWER OFFSET = The power offset to be used in conjunction with the MS TXPWR MAX 
CCH parameter by the class 3 DCS 1 800 MS 

P = Maximum RF output power of the MS 

All values are expressed in dBm. 

The path loss criterion is satisfied if C1 > 0 and the cell selected is the one with the highest 

C1. 

Additionally, to deal with additional layers of GSM, e.g. micro cells or pico cells, which 

have a lower transmit power that originates a lower RLA_C in the expression above, a C2 
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criterion was introduced (although its use is optional), that enabled to steer traffic 

distribution more efficiently. The C2 Criterion is defined as follows: 

�2 = 	 ��1 + ��� − �� ∗ �
(�� − �)

�1 − ���
 

��	�� ≠ 11111

��	�� = 11111
 (2.3) 

Where for non-serving cells: 

�(�) = �
1	���	� ≥ 0
0	���	� < 0

 (2.4) 

And for serving cells: 

�(�) = 0 (2.5) 

T is a timer implemented for each cell in the list of strongest carriers. T shall be started 

from zero at the time the cell is placed by the MS on the list of strongest carriers, except 

when the previous serving cell is placed on the list of strongest carriers at cell reselection. 

In this, case, T shall be set to the value of PENALTY_TIME (i.e. expired). 

CELL_RESELECT_OFFSET (CRO) applies an offset to the C2 reselection criterion for that 

cell, this offset may be used to give different priorities to different bands when multiband 

(e.g. GSM900, GSM1800) operation is used. 

TEMPORARY_OFFSET (TO) applies a negative offset to C2 for the duration of 

PENALTY_TIME after the timer T has started for that cell. 

PENALTY_TIME is the duration for which TEMPORARY_OFFSET applies. The all ones bit 

pattern on the PENALTY_TIME parameter is reserved to change the sign of 

CELL_RESELECT_OFFSET and the value of TEMPORARY_OFFSET is ignored as indicated by 

the equation defining C2. 

The UMTS cell reselection criterion, also referred to as criterion S, defined in TS 25.304, is: 

������ > 0	���	����� > 0

������ > 0
, 

���	���	�����

���	���	�����
 (2.6) 

where 

����� = ��������� − ��������

������ = ���������� − ��������� − �������������
 (2.7) 
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Squal = Cell Selection quality value (dB) Applicable only for FDD cells 

Srxlev = Cell Selection received level value (dB) 

Qqualmeas Measured cell quality value. The quality of the received signal expressed in 
CPICH Ec/N0 (dB) for FDD cells. CPICH Ec/N0 shall be averaged. Applicable only for FDD 
cells. 

Qrxlevmeas = Measured cell received level value. This is received signal, CPICH RSCP for 
FDD cells (dBm) and P-CCPCH RSCP for TDD cells (dBm). 

Qqualmin = Minimum required quality level in the cell (dB). Applicable only for FDD cells. 

Qrxlevmin = Minimum required RX level in the cell (dBm) 

Pcompensation = max(UE_TXPWR_MAX_RACH – P_MAX, 0) (dB) 

UE_TXPWR_MAX_RACH = Maximum TX power level an UE may use when accessing the 
cell on RACH (read in system information) (dBm) 

P_MAX = Maximum RF output power of the UE (dBm). 

 

When camped on WCDMA, idle neighbour measurements are triggered when: 

����� ≤ �������,��� ⇔ ����� ≤ �������,��� + �������� (2.8) 

 

Where SSEARCH,RAT specifies the Radio Access Technology (RAT) specific threshold in the 

serving cell used in the inter-RAT measurement rules. 

 

The measurements, referred to Criterion R, are defined as: 

�� = �����,� + �����,�
�� = �����,� − �������,�

 (2.9) 

 

RS is the measure for the serving cell and RN for the neighbour cell. QHYST,S allows to give a 

positive offset to the serving cell ranking: 

 For comparison with another intra-frequency FDD cell, Ec/No is used thus QHYST2,S 

is used for that comparison; 

 For comparison with a given inter-RAT GSM cell, RSCP is used thus QHYST1,S is used 

for that comparison. 

RN is the calculation made for each neighbour which later is used to rank these 

neighbours. QOFFSETS,N is a cell offset applied to the neighbour cell in the ranking, which 

can prioritize or penalize a given neighbour cell. RN calculation depends on the type of 

neighbour cell to which it is applied to: 
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 In the case of FDD cells, It is defined as being QOFFSET2s,n since CPICH Ec/No is used 

as quality measure; 

 In the case of GSM cells, it is defined as being QOFFSET1s,n since CPICH RSCP is used 

as quality measure. 

The best-ranked cell is the one with the highest R value. The UE performs a cell 

reselection when a neighbour cell becomes better ranked that the serving cell, i.e., when 

RN > RS for the duration of the Reselection delay time, TRESELECTION. 

On the GSM side, several parameters are set at cell level, to control GSM to UMTS 

reselection, some of them can be found in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 - GSM cell parameters for controlling cell reselection to UMTS. 

Parameter Description Range Recommendation 

inter_rat_enabled 
Flat that sets which inter-rat system changes are 
allowed 

0 - 3 
3 (HO from 3G to 2G and 
reselection from 2G to 3G) 

qsearch_I 
Determines how the UE shall behave in 2G idle mode, 
in terms of searching or not for 3G neighbour cells 

0 - 15 
7 (always search for 3G 
cells) 

qsearch_c_initial 
Determines how the UE shall behave in 2G dedicated 
mode in terms of searching or not for 3G neighbour 
cells in the initial period of a GSM call 

0 - 1 0 (disabled) 

fdd_qoffset 
Applies an offset to the 3G neighbour cell for cell 
reselection criteria in idle mode 

0 - 15 
0 (always select a cell if 
acceptable) 

fdd_qmin 
Sets the minimum Ec/N0 threshold that the 3G 
neighbour cell must fulfil in idle mode for the UE to 
reselect from 2G to 3G. 

0 - 7 7 (-12dB) 

Of great importance is the parameter qsearch_I, which when defined with the value 7, 

will enable the GSM cell to always search for any UMTS neighbour cell defined. The other 

values of the parameter are defined in [10]. 

Adjusting and tuning these parameters, allowed a traffic and user distribution balance. 

After some tests, the values in Table 2-1 were adopted for the template to apply to new 

cells integrated in the network. 

The fine tuning of these parameters and hardware changes -such as antenna’s orientation 

and tilt adjustments, neighbour relations addition/deletion- are visible in the figures 

below showing initial network measurements and new measurements after changes were 

performed. 
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FIGURE 2.10 - UMTS CLUSTER OF BRAGA DURING INITIAL DRIVETEST. COVERAGE PROBLEM (P6), BAD COVERAGE (P2), 

NEIGHBOUR MISSING (P1 AND P2). 

 
FIGURE 2.11 - MEASUREMENTS OF A NEW DRIVETEST AFTER PARAMETERS WERE CHANGED. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS CLEARLY 

REDUCED. REMAINING A CALL FAILURE (DUE TO A MISSING BASE STATION) AND EDGE OF COVERAGE (END OF COVERAGE), P7. 
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2.4.1 BRAGANÇA INTERFERENCE 

A mobile provider when applying for a license gets assigned a piece of frequency 

spectrum. 

The GSM license assigned to Optimus, integrally readable in [11], namely items 2-4 on 

page 6 are relevant for the engineers: 

“2. Os canais 47 a 72 e 853 a 869 inclusive poderão ser utilizados em todo o território 

nacional sem restrições. 

3. Os canais 41 a 46 e 73 a 79 inclusive só poderão ser utilizados em estações que. 

coloquem na fronteira uma intensidade de campo interferente menor que 19 dBmV/m, 

para uma antena de recepção de 3m de altura, de acordo com a Recomendação CEPT T/R 

20-08. 

4. Os canais 840 a 852 inclusivé só poderão ser utilizados e estações que coloquem na 

fronteira uma intensidade de campo interferente menor que 25 dBmV/m para uma 

antena de recepção d~ 3m de altura, de acordo com a Recomendação CEPT T/R 22-07.” 

These restrictions are very relevant near the border, as they are extra limitations on the 

frequency reuse that exists on GSM and use of frequency hopping. The restrictions are 

intended to enable agreements and coordination between operators of different 

countries when operating wireless networks in the border area. 

However the Quality department (a separate department within the company), that 

periodically conducted measurement benchmarks in order to compare the performance 

of the several providers, registered a drop call near the city of Bragança. After the 

measurements, they would compile a list of all the problems encountered (e.g. dropped 

calls, call setup failures, handover failures) and pass the list and the original 

measurements to the radio network engineers for investigation and feedback. At a point 

in 2003 a dropped call eastwards of Bragança was detected. The statistics of the cells 

showed no degradation (these statistics summarize all the traffic and events made by the 

cell per period of time, normally daily or busy hour), therefore the problem could have 

been occasional. 

In GSM, mobile phones (also denominated as Mobile Stations) when in connected mode, 

report measurement reports approximately every 480ms (1 SACCH frame = 4 x 26 frame 

multiframe = 4 x 26 x 8 x 15/26 = 4 x 120 = 480ms). The measurement reports contain 

data of neighbour cells information, namely BSIC, ARFCN (BCCH) and Received signal 

level. Mobile phones were reporting two Optimus frequencies as neighbours, the 
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frequencies belonged to the range 47-72 that Optimus could use with no restriction. 

However, the BSIC being decoded was not used by any Optimus base station in a region 

of 100km from the location. When a call being done at a frequency in a certain cell starts 

reporting the same frequency as neighbour, this could lead to quality issues in case the 

reported neighbour’s signal strength is high enough. The suspicion was that another 

operator was using the frequencies of Optimus. As the portuguese operators do not use 

the same frequencies and due to the distance to the border with Spain, the possibility 

was that a Spanish operator could be the source of the interference. 

At this point it should be noted that measurement reporting does not use a Cell Global 

Identifier, neither does it identify the Mobile Country Code nor the Mobile Network Code: 

both would assist with an immediate identification of the operator causing the 

interference. Another option could have been the use of a SIM card from the “suspect” 

provider and using it with measurement equipment that would read the System 

Information messages and identify directly the operator. However, the costs of the 

roaming operation and the risk of trying the wrong operator, made this option a less 

preferred one. 

The procedure chosen was the following: in three different days, measurement reports 

from the two Optimus cells using those two frequencies were collected for a certain 

period of time (in order to avoid extra load in the measurements collecting system). 

In the three periods, for each of the frequencies, the amount of measurement reports 

ranged between 300 and 2500 with an average level between -97dBm and -101dBm, well 

above the 19dBmV/m. The distribution of the samples is displayed in Figure 2.12. 
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FIGURE 2.12 - DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES BEING REPORTED FOR BOTH FREQUENCIES, AND SIGNAL STRENGTH. 

An analysis was sent to the Spanish regulator presenting the situation and requesting 

data regarding what operator could be using the frequencies being interfered and 

highlighting that the problem was detected, because the BSIC decoded was not used by 

Optimus. The procedure however, could not ensure that, for example, hopping 

frequencies were also not causing interference as they are not reported by the Mobile 

Station, due to the fact that the latter only measures and reports BCCH frequencies. 

2.5 NETWORK METRICS/KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Radio network elements gather multiple indicators. These indicators are gathered in 

multiple time granularities (e.g. 15 minutes, per hour, per day, per week) and normally 

are kept during a certain period (e.g. 1 week, 1 month). Vendors also often provide to the 

operators a system that collects this data periodically to be kept in a repository/database. 

It is common that the data gathered is not directly used, but is used to build performance 

indicators (these more directly usable). An example is, for example, the Dropped Call Rate 

usually expressed in percentage. The network elements could compute it but, as the use 

of a percentage is limited (e.g. average of percentages is a statistically incorrect operation 

when dealing with non-uniform data distributions) the element reports the number of call 

attempts and the number of calls terminated abnormally and the ratio could be defined 
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as a Dropped Call Rate. Next to this, reporting tools have normally customized reports 

that assist engineers with performing their functions. 

Typical Key Performance Indicators used in the daily activities of radio network engineer 

are: 

 Dropped Call 

 Refused Call 

 Handover Failure 

 Traffic Volume 

 Number of Call Attempts 

 Location Update attempts 

 …. 

Next some examples of typical uses of statistics will be shown. 

One case is the introduction of a feature or functionality in the network. When GPRS was 

rolled out in the entire network, new indicators were created to monitor the performance 

of the service. Figure 2.13 shows a report accounting the number of GPRS session 

attempts, the number of GPRS session failures and the ratio of failures and attempts. 

 
FIGURE 2.13 - REPORT CREATED TO MONITOR PACKET DATA FAILURE, LEFT AXIS DISPLAYS PACKET DATA CHANNEL (PDCH) 

ATTEMPTS AND FAILURES, RIGHT AXIS THE PDCH FAILURE RATE (QUOTIENT OF FAILURES AND ATTEMPTS). 

Monitoring the performance of the service is important but other aspects need to be 

taken into account and one of them is the capacity. GPRS is open implemented by 

converting a normal Traffic Channel (TCH) to a PDCH, i.e., there is less capacity available 

to Circuit Switched communications (e.g. voice calls). 

Figure 2.14 shows the downlink and uplink GPRS data traffic and its weight in the total 

traffic processed by the cell. This share, labelled as GPRS_Penetration, expressed in 
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percentage, was defined as the ratio between GPRS DL traffic and (GPRS DL traffic + GSM 

TCH traffic). 

 
FIGURE 2.14 - GPRS UL AND DL TRAFFIC AND SHARE OF GPRS IN THE OVERALL TRAFFIC OF THE CELL. 

Another example is sudden degradation. A cell had its Dropped Call 

(TCH_RLT&HO_RadioDrop%) degraded as shown below (this account Radio Link Timeouts 

and Drops in/during Handover process). The TRXs, transceivers effectively processing the 

communications, started degrading. An investigation was done regarding the source of 

the problem; it could be an outage (e.g. energy…), a transmission medium issue (e.g. 

microwave link misalignment due to exposure to the elements), etc. The field operations 

department was requested to visit the site regarding this issue. After decommissioning 

and recommissioning the TRXs, the Dropped call returned to normal values, as shown in 

Figure 2.15. 

 
FIGURE 2.15 - DEGRADATION CAUSED BY A PROBLEM WITH TRXS IN A CELL. 

A further example shows degradation on dropped call on another cell; in this case there 

was a sudden increase on the Dropped Call rate and also on the number of outgoing 

handovers on the cell due to the bad uplink quality. Furthermore, the problem was 

mainly located on the Non-BCCH layer (i.e. hopping TRXs): Figure 2.16 illustrates this 

degradation in multiple indicators. 
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FIGURE 2.16 - DEGRADATION ON DROPPED CALL AND OUTGOING HANDOVER DUE TO UPLINK QUALITY. 

The source of the problem was a pico-repeater installed by the Special Projects team 

(dedicated to indoor solutions). The repeater was saturated; the attenuator in the 

installation was moved from the input of the active splitters to the output of the 

repeater. This solved the issue as Figure 2.17 shows. 

 
FIGURE 2.17 - DEGRADATION IMPROVED AFTER CHANGE IN THE SYSTEM. 

A last example, when UMTS was rolled out (from 2003), is now described. New counters 

and metrics were introduced and adapted to the new standards: Figure 2.18 shows 
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degradation of RAB (Radio Access Bearer) establishment Success rate on a cell. After 

investigation a unit of a Media Gateway was restarted and the problem was solved. 

 
FIGURE 2.18 - DEGRADATION ON A UMTS CELL. 

2.6 CAPACITY MANAGEMENT (BLACK/GREY/WHITE LISTS) 

Although related with network optimisation, a regular task performed by radio engineers 

was the network capacity management. This task used lists of cells fulfilling certain 

criteria and they were locally called as Black, Grey and White Lists. 

The main goals for these lists were: 

 Identify cells registering a traffic usage increase and therefore requiring a capacity 

increase (Black and Grey Lists); 

 Create a park of free transceivers in the network that can be used for network 

expansions elsewhere, therefore avoiding the purchase of new TRXs and reducing 

energy consumption. In the case of cells having more than 4 TRXs, it also had the 

benefit of removal of combiners that introduce additional transmission power 

losses. 

First let us give a quick look to criteria that cells needed to meet to appear in such lists. 

Table 2-2 - Examples of criteria used for Capacity Management lists. 

Traffic List Occurrences in 2 Weeks Nominal Capacity Threshold 

Black 4 Busy Hour Traffic >= 100% 

Grey 4 
Busy Hour Traffic >= 80% and 

(Normal Blocking >= 0.01% or GoS > 0.8%) 

White 12 Busy Hour Traffic < 70% [-1 TRX] 

The criteria used a 2-week sliding window, by having a threshold for the number of 

occurrences in that period (4/14 in the criteria above), one-off breaches of the thresholds 
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are eliminated. Additionally there is a capacity usage criterion (Nominal Capacity 

Threshold in Table 2-2). For the Black List the nominal capacity threshold is 100%, i.e., in 

each of the occurrences within the 2-week sliding window, the usage has to be higher 

than 100% of busy hour capacity. In case the capacity usage does not exceed 100%, but is 

higher than 80% of the busy hour capacity and still registers blocking (higher than 0.01%) 

or the grade of service (GoS) of the cell in question is higher than 0.8% (each cell has a 

different GoS depending on its classification, e.g., urban, suburban, rural, axial), then they 

will appear in the Grey List. 

However, if the capacity of a cell is below 70% and there have been 14 occurrences of 

such a low usage, this could suggest that a TRX could be deactivated and the cell will be 

able to keep providing its services to the users. 

There could be several reasons why a cell appears in one of the lists: 

 Cell’s equipment has an outage and therefore all the capacity is not available; 

 A neighbour cell/base station is down and the source cell has to cope with 

additional coverage; 

 Seasonal migrations, e.g., holidays/resort areas where there is a high traffic 

demand in a certain period of the year; 

 A new cell/base station installed in the vicinity, absorbing part of the service of the 

neighbour cells. 

There are several factors that need to be taken into account: 

 Cells with only 1 TRX cannot have it deactivated (even in the case of low usage); 

 Cells having 4 TRX in the Black List, required additional/longer analysis as it would 

require the use of combiners that introduce losses; 

 Cells with 2 TRX appearing in the White List, required additional analysis regarding 

GPRS resources and layer (BCCH/Hopping) interference in order to avoid capacity 

limitation or quality issues (if reducing to 1 TRX). 

When identifying TRXs in cells underused, engineers need to clarify if the TRX can be 

removed or should just be deactivated (but remain in the cell). This will supply the Field 

Operations department with a map of available resources that could be used in nearby 

cells (e.g. in case one TRX nearby develops a malfunction or a nearby cell needs capacity 

expansion). The purpose of deactivating-only TRXs, but keeping them in the cell, is the 

existence of recurring events or seasonal trends (e.g. sport/music halls, holiday resorts) in 

which the TRX(s) can be activated remotely. 
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These actions (activating/deactivating TRX) were however normally preceded by software 

changes. One of the reasons was that installation of new equipment normally would take 

some days (or even weeks if it had to be ordered), another reason was to reduce the 

impact on perceived quality by the customer and, finally, avoid unnecessary costs. 

The most common software change was the use of congestion relief, consisting in 

triggering handovers due to congestion to defined neighbour cells. In every neighbour 

relation defined, there is a parameter of handover margin for the cell to be considered for 

handover, additionally, this margin has to be maintained for a certain period of time 

(configurable) for handover to occur. In the case of handovers due to congestion, the 

margin would normally be negative (e.g. -4dB), this would mean that if the serving cell 

would be serving with a level of -80dBm (just an example), measurement reports from 

the UE containing cells with level higher than -84dBm would be considered for handover. 

In case the margin is not enough (i.e., the cell continues to register handovers due to 

congestion), a value of -8dB or -12dB could be used. Important to bear in mind, is that the 

call is being diverted to a “non-natural” cell, i.e., in normal conditions, the call would not 

take place in such cell, depending on the scenario (e.g. mobility, location, existence or not 

of other cells reaching the area) this mechanism may lead to degradation of network 

performance. In this congestion relief mechanism, the handover takes place when the last 

TCH was occupied.  

In this congestion relief mechanism, the handover due to congestion was triggered when 

no TCHs were available (e.g. they are all being used in active connections). 

The congestion relief mechanism could be further enhanced to handover all calls to 

handover that were within the congestion handover margin, so that more TCHs would be 

released, although more effective in dealing with congestion, setting this enhancement 

could cause higher degradation in the main cell performance indicators. In both cases 

(standard and enhanced congestion relief mechanisms), a bounce protect margin and 

timer were added, so that a call that was handed over due to congestion would return to 

the original source cell, should such handover trigger a new handover due to congestion 

(effectively, preventing, a ping-pong of congestion handovers). 

Another way of dealing with congestion is by accessibility limitation in either idle or 

dedicated mode. In idle mode, by increasing RXLEV_ACCESS_MIN in the cell, it will affect 

the C1 cell selection and reselection criterion (C1 = (A -  Max(B,0), where A = Average 

Received Level - RXLEV_ACCESS_MIN). Idle mode does not cause congestion however, by 

camping in another cell, a call setup would not take place in the cell having capacity 

problems (provided that mechanisms like Directed Retry are not in place). This approach 

(increasing RXLEV_ACCESS_MIN) is normally used in indoor cells that have cells nearby its 
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location in outdoor environment, in order to prevent Mobile Stations outside the indoor 

environment (e.g. stadium, concert hall) can use the indoor cell(s). In dedicated mode the 

accessibility could be controlled by the handover margin. 

Either way, there is normally degradation in voice quality and higher risk of handover 

failures or dropped calls, therefore care had to be taken when using these limitation. 

Furthermore, by restricting accessibility, coverage holes could be created in areas with 

weak coverage (e.g. rural areas). 

2.7 CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS 

Although the Radio department was not directly dealing with customer complaints, it did 

support the customer care services, when the complaints were suspected of having origin 

in the quality of the network. 

The complaints could have multiple origins, often with structural problems in the network 

(e.g. lack of coverage) but, in other cases, the problem was only indoor in buildings with a 

good isolation or made of materials reflecting a substantial part of the radio signal. In 

other cases the terminals of the customer had problems. 

In one particular case complaints started appearing in a region northeast of Braga. The 

overall statistics of the cell showed some degradation but nothing that would appear in 

the dashboards of bad performing cells. 

An initial drive test was performed in the area and showed normal performance, some 

quality issues due to the shadowing caused by hills and the fact that it is located in a 

suburban/rural environment where the network is less dense; however, the downlink 

showing good quality, did not exclude problems in the uplink (which uses a different 

frequency). 

As complaints kept arriving in the customer centre, an additional visit was done to the 

location, this time the drive test measurements were done using an additional call trace 

at the Operation & Maintenance Centre which had this possibility using the TMSI. The 

reason to use the call trace was the fact that the measurement equipment, measured the 

quality on the downlink, but as measurement reports (from the Mobile Station to the 

network) only included Received Level and not quality, some questions start arising 

regarding the quality in the uplink, which was also showing an occasional increase in 

outgoing handovers due to uplink quality. The call trace function lacked the geographical 

information (of the measurement equipment) as it was done in the system itself, but a 

merge of the drive test data with the call trace data based on timestamps, enabled to 

locate geographically the uplink data. 
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Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20 show the result of the combination of data, whereas the 

downlink shows good quality (value 0), the uplink shows poor quality (value 7). More 

details on the RXQUAL scale can be found on subchapter 8.2.4 in [8]. 

 
FIGURE 2.19 - DRIVETEST AND CALL TRACE LOGS INFORMATION SHOWING EXCELLENT DL QUALITY BUT POOR UL QUALITY. 

 

 
FIGURE 2.20 - UL AND DL QUALITY PER LAYER (BCCH/HOPPING) SHOWING THE INTERFERED UPLINK HOPPING LAYER. 

The first measure was to look for a set of frequencies to use in the hopping layer (a so-

called Mobile Allocation List), however the tests showed no improvement. As such the 

Field Operations team was asked to go there and perform a hardware check and 
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eventually make a full reset of the entire base station equipment. They later discovered 

that the source of the problem was coming from a residence some 500 metres away from 

the cell, due to an oscillating TV antenna amplifier that, once switched off, the field 

engineers confirmed the bad quality problem no longer occurred. 

2.8 FEATURES OPTIMISATION 

As standards are developed, vendors implement these standardized features in their 

equipment. After software/hardware upgrades, the new functionalities are available to 

the users (some with a permission scheme applicable). 

A radio engineer’s goal is the constant improvement of indicators (e.g. Dropped call, 

Quality indicators) so that the customer perceived experience is improved. Therefore, it is 

normal to analyse new functionalities, prepare a small trial, defining the scenario, metrics 

that need to be followed, activating the changes, closely following the results, adjusting 

any parameter set, deactivating the changes and analyse if the trial delivered 

improvement and, if so, consider rolling it out in a larger area. 

Subchapters 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 illustrate two such cases, one in GSM and another in UMTS. 

2.8.1 CONCENTRIC CELLS (GSM) 

In GSM, the frequency reuse has the consequence of interference in case of tight reuse. 

In order to deal with this, the vendor had a feature available called Concentric cells. 

Concentric Cells allow a limitation of some capacity (TRX) in one cell to a smaller area 

than the normal coverage (inner zone). This limitation can be performed either by 

transmitting less power than for the normal TRX or/and imposing a minimum signal 

threshold for being in this TRX. As a consequence, there will be a limitation of the 

interference in other cells (if less power is transmitted) and reduce its effects in the cell (if 

a low signal strength in the inner zone is prevented). 

 
FIGURE 2.21 - EXAMPLE OF CONCENTRIC CELLS FEATURE 
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Concentric Cells allow limiting some TRX in a cell to an area smaller than the normal 

coverage one. This feature can be used in several different situations: 

 In a big overlapping cell that is interfering in a wide area → Concentric Cells can be 

used to decrease the emitted power and thus, the interference caused; 

 In an interfered cell → Concentric Cells can be used to limit the minimum signal 

strength allowed in the interfered carrier(s); 

 To add more capacity in an overloaded area → Concentric Cells can be used to 

create a smaller coverage area were a tighter reuse pattern is possible and thus, 

the usage of “stolen” frequencies. 

The tests showed limited success, the success with more visible improvements was 

noticed when adding capacity in an overloaded area as the following figure shows. During 

the test below, the TRX used in the inner cell used a BCCH being used nearby, with no 

degradation, therefore, this method allows the installation of more TRXs reusing 

frequencies tightly. The cell of the “reused” BCCH also did not show degradation. 

 
FIGURE 2.22 - TRX REUSING A BCCH FROM A NEARBY CELL SHOWED NO DEGRADATION DURING THE TRIAL. 

The conclusion of testing the feature was that it had limited success and it had to be 

almost surgically applied. 

2.8.2 SOFT HANDOVER OPTIMISATION (UMTS) 

Mobile networks offer the possibility of displacements of the users keeping their 

connections. The connection is being passed from one network element to the other. In 

WCDMA (UMTS) soft handover (SHO) is a functionality allowing the terminals (User 

Equipments) to have multiple radio links to different cells. When connected to more than 
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one cell the terminal is said to be in soft handover. The data to/from the UE is send via 

each of the links: it is a form of diversity helping against fading, reduces UE transmit 

power and therefore interference and increases battery life. It comes although at a cost: 

uses several links to transmit the same data to the UE, uses more downlink channelization 

codes and Iub1/Iur2 interface resources. SHO implies normally coverage overlap, therefore 

the planning of the network has to take this factor into account; normally the network is 

planned for a SHO area of 30%. The link budget also has a margin for a SHO gain (cf. 

Figure 2.3). 

 
FIGURE 2.23 - UE IS SOFT HANDOVER WITH TWO NODE BS. 

The cells in the SHO form an Active Set (AS). As radio conditions change and/or the UE 

moves, variations occur in the active set cells and these trigger reporting events. For FDD 

mode, the following events are defined, defined/introduced in more detail in [12]: 

Event 1A: A Primary CPICH enters the reporting range 

Event 1B: A primary CPICH leaves the reporting range 

Event 1C: A non-active primary CPICH becomes better than an active primary CPICH 

Event 1D: Change of best cell 

Event 1E: A Primary CPICH becomes better than an absolute threshold 

Event 1F: A Primary CPICH becomes worse than an absolute threshold. 

                                                      
1
 Interface connecting the Node B to the RNC. 

2
 Interface connecting two RNCs of the same network (the Iur interface is optional, if implemented it allows 

soft handover between cells of different RNCs, otherwise it will cause handovers between cells of different 
RNCs to become hard handovers). 
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FIGURE 2.24 - EVENTS 1A-1C IN SOFT HANDOVER. 

There were two suppliers of the UMTS network, however the SHO parameters were 

different in both vendors, therefore a testing was performed to uniform the settings. 

 

Table 2-3 - Settings present in the network for one of the vendors Event 

 Description 
Time to Trigger 

[ms] 
Threshold (relative to CPICH 

Ec/No) [dB] 
Hysteresis 

[dB] 

1A Radio Link Addition 160 3 0.0 

1B Radio Link Removal 1280 5 0.0 

1C Radio Link Replacement 160 - 2.0 

1D Change of Best Cell 160 - 3.0 
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Table 2-4 - Proposal of changes of parameter Time To Trigger for Events 1A-1C in SHO. 

Event Description 
Time to Trigger 
[ms] 

Threshold (relative to CPICH 
Ec/No) [dB] 

Hysteresis 
[dB] 

1A Radio Link Addition 100 3 0.0 

1B Radio Link Removal 640 5 0.0 

1C Radio Link Replacement 100 - 2.0 

1D Change of Best Cell 160 - 3.0 

The goal of the tests is to assess the impact in the network performance due to: 

 Radio link addition (Event 1A) will be performed as long as a monitored set cell 

stays no more than 3 dB below the best cell of the AS during 100ms, against 

160ms of the reference configuration: radio link addition is quicker in case of fast 

changing; 

 Radio link removal (Event 1B) will be performed as long as an active set cell drops 

no less than 5 dB below the best cell of the AS during 640ms, against 1280ms of 

the reference configuration: radio link removal is quicker case an active set cell 

deteriorates too fast, avoiding bad cells to remain on the active set too long; 

 Radio link replacement (Event 1C) will be performed as long as a monitored set 

cell appears with no less than 3 dB below the best cell of the AS during 100ms, 

against 160ms of the reference configuration: similar to radio link addition except 

that a replacement is done instead of a simple radio link addition. 

The results of the tests were for Refused Call Rate (RCR) and Dropped Call Rate (DCR) 

slightly degraded: 

 
FIGURE 2.25 - PERFORMANCE OF REFUSED AND DROPPED CALLS IN THE REFERENCE PERIOD AND DURING THE TRIAL. 
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FIGURE 2.26 - SHO WITH MORE THAN 1 RADIO LINK WAS CLEARLY REDUCED DUE TO QUICKER ADDITIONS/REMOVALS. 

It is interesting to notice below that the rate of events 1C per call has decreased. This can 

be certainly explained by the lower average number of cells in the AS. The amount of 

samples in which 3 cells were within the AS decreased from 15% to only 10% (cf. Figure 

2.26). As a replacement occurs when the AS is full (3 cells) and a 4th cell in the Monitored 

Set is detected as being 2 dB better than the worse cell in the AS, the fact that with the 

test configuration there were less occasions in which the AS was full has led to a drop in 

the number of 1C events per call, which is positive, especially for locations where there 

are a large number of pilots with similar levels monitored by the UE. 

 
FIGURE 2.27 - AVERAGE NUMBER OF SHO EVENTS PER CALL. 
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The main conclusions of the tests were that it is important to have as much as possible 

similar soft handover settings for the two UTRAN suppliers because soft handover has 

impact, on aspects such as: 

 Iub interface transmission capacity; 

 Radio interface capacity; 

 Interference on the radio interface. 

The adoption of similar soft handover settings will mean that the differences seen for soft 

handover will depend only on radio planning, particularly coverage and overlapping. 

2.9 ELECTRO MAGNETIC FIELD SAFETY (EMF) 

In the light of the expansion of cellular radio networks and the introduction of UMTS, 

there was an increased concern of the public regarding the effects of non-ionising 

radiation on their health. 

For regulatory purposes, all the base station locations where public could access (e.g. 

terraces) had to fulfil requirements regarding the electro-magnetic radiation experienced 

when close to the provider infrastructure elements. A report would be produced and sent 

to the owner of the building and to ANACOM. 

The first method was a quick overview in the location and identifying, with the 

measurement probes, a point with the highest value of Electric and Magnetic Fields. This 

identification would be done by measuring in the accessible area. 

  

FIGURE 2.28 - IDENTIFICATION OF LOCATION IN THE TERRACE WITH THE HIGHEST ELECTRIC AND MAGNET FIELDS. 

At the point (P1 in Figure 2.28) the probes measured the fields during 6 minutes (as 

suggested in [14]). 
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Table 2-5 - ICNIRP-98 established thresholds for E-field/H-field and Power Density. 

Bandwidth Exposure Type Frequency [MHz] 
Power Density 

[W/m
2
] 

Electric Field 
[V/m] 

Magnetic Field 
[A/m] 

GSM900 
Workers 

943.2 
23.3 92.8 0.251 

General Public 4.8 42.2 0.114 

GSM1800 
Workers 

1870.8 
46.2 131.3 0.352 

General Public 9.6 59.7 0.160 

UMTS 
Workers 

>2000 
48.7 134.2 0.363 

General Public 10.1 61.0 0.165 

At the point P1 the maximum measured E-field during the 6 minutes was 12V/m, well 

below the 42.2V/m. 

When using this first method, if the E-field has a value higher than 5V/m, a further 

measurement in the used frequency band is needed. The threshold level is chosen 40 dB 

below the reference level. If no emission exceeds the threshold level within a frequency 

band the 2 highest emissions may be reported. 

This method is however only applicable if (more details in [14]): 

� �
��

��, �
�
�

≤ 1

������

������

 (2.10) 

Where E,i is the electric field strength at frequency i and El,i is the electric field strength 

reference level from Table 2 of [16]. 

All the sites measured met both criteria, therefore no additional investigation was 

required. Additionally, some signalling was placed in order for the individuals present in 

the areas of exposure, would avoid the areas of higher electro-magnetic radiation. 

  

FIGURE 2.29 - BLOCKING ACCESS TO THE SITE OR SIGNALLING (CHAIN) THE AREA OF HIGHER EXPOSURE. 
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2.10 SITE REMOVAL 

Occasionally it occurred that a landlord did not renew the contract and the network 

infrastructure would have to be removed. However, the lack of suitable candidates to 

relocate the equipment in the surroundings, plus the time needed for new negotiations, 

installing, etc., would cause severe customer perception. 

To justify the need of the location a report was needed trying to measure the impact of 

the site. 

Using MapInfo (a GIS tool), measurements were collected with the network performing 

“as usual”, i.e., with the site still on service. Next, a routine in MapBasic, would “remove” 

the site from the measurements by identifying the BSIC and BCCH in all serving cell and 

neighbours reported, next a “new best server” would be computed from the remaining 

serving cells/neighbour cells. 

 
FIGURE 2.30 - REMOVAL OF BASE STATION: COVERAGE WITH SITE-ON-AIR (LEFT), SITE REMOVED FROM THE MEASUREMENTS 

(RIGHT). 

Using marketing data (i.e., penetration data in the region, average traffic per consumer, 

etc.) a computation of lost revenue would be done and proposed for renegotiation (if 

approved).
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3 - T-MOBILE, NETHERLANDS 

Post: Planning Engineer (2006/2007), Optimisation Engineer 

(2008/2009) 

_______________________________________________________ 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

After 5 years of work experience in Portugal, an opportunity arose for a working 

experience abroad. The Netherlands was the first of those opportunities. 

More than the curiosity of tulip fields, windmills or clogs, the answer to the question of 

“how do they work in the so-called productive countries?” was one of the reasons to take 

the challenge. 

Given it was a freelance position, the position was for a specific project, namely the UMTS 

rollout in the country, in the Rotterdam area and assisting the colleagues in the provinces 

of Friesland and Groningen. In the second assignment the task was the optimisation of 

the metropolitan area of Amsterdam and assisting the colleagues of Friesland and 

Groningen. 

As the tasks of radio planning, optimisation, performance analysis, customer complaints, 

are relatively similar to those introduced in chapter 2, the focus will be two specific 

analyses performed next to the daily tasks. A first task was related with network planning 

coverage webform wherein customers can check the expected services, the second task 

was an analysis on identifying a severe network dimensioning problem that appeared 

when data traffic increased. 

 
FIGURE 3.1 - MAP OF THE NETHERLANDS WITH THE ALLOCATED AREA OF PLANNING AND OPTIMISATION. 
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3.2 COVERAGE COMPARISON TOOL 

Many of the customer complaints arriving from customer care departments were 

classified into coverage/capacity issues. Analysing them often resulted in a reply that it 

had been a temporary network issue no longer occurring. Additionally, often the 

complaints arrived with the question if any improvement was expected in the future. 

In order to filter part of those questions, a group was set to discuss how this question 

could be addressed and propose a solution. 

The solution proposed was using data from the coverage planning tool: firstly to compare 

two coverage simulations in two different moments (e.g. spaced by 3 months) and 

secondly enable assessing the service in a desired area. 

Planning tools are often high resource usage platforms, dealing with large amounts of 

data and databases, therefore, allowing customer care colleagues to access the tool was 

not an option. Thus, the option was extracting data from the tool and eventually 

processes it. 

The planning tool used (developed internally in Germany) allowed to export information 

elements, however it didn’t allow more than one per export. 

RF Planning Engineers were responsible for the update, maintenance and accuracy of the 

data in the planning tool like azimuth of sectors, antenna types, tilts, coordinates. RF 

Optimisation Engineers, whenever changing software parameters (e.g. power control, 

handover control, etc.) would pass the changes to the planning engineers so that these 

changes would be used in the simulations of coverage/service. 

The planning tool simulations divide the geographical area into bins and the bin size is 

configurable. Each bin will be the resolution of the coverage map and the tool will then 

predict coverage signal strength per bin. The bin size is configurable when performing the 

simulation; a high bin size (e.g. 800m) will generate a more inaccurate prediction but it 

will require less computational resources and will be executed quickly, whereas a small 

bin size (e.g. 25m) will be more accurate but take longer to run and require more 

resources. Before the simulation the resolution of the databases to be used should be 

checked, as choosing a smaller bin resolution (than that of the geographic databases) will 

deliver no additional accuracy and waste resources. The prediction will have a 

propagation model set and uses geographic databases, therefore, it is possible that a bin 

will have several different types of clutter (e.g. residence area, forest, sand, etc.) so the 

predicted level, in these cases, is a weighted average of the involved clutter types. The 

result of the simulation is a layer. It is important to note that a signal strength simulation 
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effectively only returns the level per bin. If one wants to know which cell is providing that 

signal strength, a best server simulation needs to be performed and this simulation only 

returns a cell identifier (and not level). 

The layer of signal strength is then exported. The chosen format is .mif/.mid, this choice is 

related with the post processing tool that was used: MapInfo Professional. 

The ultimate goal of the project is to provide a web interface wherein the coverage 

simulation information will be combined with other GIS information (e.g. post code areas, 

city layers). A first obstacle needs to be addressed: whereas the planning tool executes 

and exports simulations using ED50 geodetic datum, the GIS information was available in 

WGS84 system. MapInfo comprises a module to transform coordinates, therefore after 

importing the .mif/.mid layers and saving them as a MapInfo table, the layers were 

converted to the WGS84 system. 

   

FIGURE 3.2 - SIMULATION OF RSCP IN MAPINFO AND VIEW OF THE TABLE COMPRISING THE DATA. 

As a simulation cannot be run and exported for two different moments, two simulations 

are run, exported and combined. Figure 3.2 shows however that the rows are not 

numbered to match them. The procedure that was used in this case was using a SQL 

command, where it is checked for each object (bin) of one table if it matches another bin 

of the other table, the result is a table with two columns with both values per row. 

In case new base stations are integrated in the network, the signal strength in their best-

server area improves. In the eventual case of removal of network nodes (e.g. not renewal 

of lease) a degradation in the signal strength will be displayed. 

The variation in signal is then further qualified (per bin) on what service level is expected 

(e.g. Indoor, in-car, etc.) and if there was a change in the type of service (a change of 

Indoor to Deep Indoor, after a new base station was installed). 
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Below is an example of the legend and of the web interface used by customer care, a 

simpler version was also available to customers at the T-Mobile website (https://www.t-

mobile.nl/service-en-contact/bereik/dekkingskaart), 

 
 

FIGURE 3.3 - WEB INTERFACE FOR CUSTOMERS TO CHECK THEIR COVERAGE LEVEL, IN 2008 (LEFT) AND 2015 (RIGHT). 

3.3 RNC DEGRADATION 

In June 2008 T-Mobile Netherlands announced a deal for the Netherlands, this deal 

meant that during 2 years, only T-Mobile was allowed to sell the Apple’s iPhone 3G (more 

in [15]). 

At this point, the usage of the UMTS network was mainly Circuit Switched services (e.g. 

voice) and some Packet Switched services (e.g. HSPA), but the limited availability of 

services and terminals, shown that data usage was not particularly high (for the available 

network capacity). 

This however, changed very quickly after the introduction of the iPhone. 
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FIGURE 3.4 - WEEKLY PACKET SWITCHED TRAFFIC (IN GB) DURING 2008. 

This massive usage increase came also at a cost. At a certain point degradation in the 

Circuit Switched Call Dropped Rate became visible, as show in Figure 3.5. 

 
FIGURE 3.5 - UMTS CALL DROPPED DEGRADATION. 
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Another side-effect of the massive network increase usage was the performance of 

indoor cells (e.g. stadiums, concert halls, sport events), wherein a high number of users 

are present during a limited period of time. Figure 3.6 shows hourly values of HSDPA 

performance. The HSDPA accessibility rate decreased to nearly 0% during the entire 

music event due to, among other causes, license limitation of the amount of 

simultaneous users in HSDPA, which in result diverted other users to 3GPP Release 99 

data bearers (more than 130000 diverts in 4 hours). 

 
FIGURE 3.6 - HSDPA ACCESSIBILITY RATE, HOURLY VALUES, DURING A MUSIC EVENT IN THE AMSTERDAM ARENA. 

Despite several resets of the Radio Network Controller (RNC) showing the worst 

degradation, the improvement was small and slowly performance degraded again. 

Some base stations were showing spontaneous degradation on Radio Access Bearer (RAB) 

drops due to radio interface causes, resetting them would eliminate the degradation in 

the short term but the degradation would slowly return, as a return of the recurrent 

situation which had effect in the load of the processing and computational resources. It 

was a time of many changes in the network, software upgrades to BTS and RNC software, 

simultaneously, HSUPA (i.e., Enhanced Uplink, EUL) was rolled out in the network, 

without baseband capacity expansion, i.e., channel elements, caused drops due to 

congestion). When features like HSUPA/HSDPA are enabled, a chunk of resources are 

reserved for these features to be used, resources like channelization codes (from the 

code tree) as in Figure 3.7, power allocated to HSPA services, channel elements, and so 

on. Given that the Busy Hour of voice services often doesn’t overlap that of data services, 

it could even mean that these allocated and reserved resources could not be converted 

and used by voice users. 
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FIGURE 3.7 - CODE TREE ALLOCATION (HS-PDSCH CODES USE A SPREADING FACTOR OF 16). 

In order to try to assess impact of some changes, in a cluster of degraded Node Bs, HSUPA 

was deactivated, thereby releasing the resources. The result was an immediate 

improvement in the main KPIs. Capacity expansions were requested in order to reactivate 

the feature. 

Although slightly improved, the problem was not completely gone, therefore a dig in RNC 

counters that had not been used before to try to see if they could give leads; these 

counters reported the load (peak and average) of the processors in the several parts 

(boards) of the RNCs. In order to try to make some sense out of hundreds of boards (1 

RNC had 176 boards of 1 type, and there were some 10 different types), additionally, 

these counters were raw, i.e., no tool developed to assist their processing, a first step was 

to filter those with low peak load (e.g. < 40%). The results were ICSU (interface control 

and signalling unit) and A2SU (AAL2 switching unit) units (see Figure 3.8) showing high 

load (average load 40-70% and peak load 100%), however, not all boards were showing 

the same behaviour, i.e., it is as if some distribution of usage was unbalanced. The 

operations and network departments, responsible for RNC maintenance, were called in to 

assist in the analysis. 

ICSU boards are responsible by tasks such as power control, call and admission control, 

handover control, load control, packet scheduler control and A2SU units perform mini 

packet switching of AAL Type 2 CPS packets between external interfaces and signal 

processing units, guaranteeing bandwidth-efficient transport of information with limited 

transfer delay in the RAN transmission network. 
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FIGURE 3.8 - BLOCK DIAGRAM OF RNC. ICSU AND A2SU WERE THE FUNCTIONAL UNITS SHOWING HIGH LOAD. 

The result of the lengthy investigation was that there was an unbalanced distribution of 

Node B’s per unit, resulting in some units showing high load (even during periods of low 

traffic), as the Node B assignment to each unit was permanent. The redistribution had to 

be done with human intervention. Moreover, when load or message queuing in ICSU 

units is high, only originating/terminating conversational calls and emergency calls are 

allowed, i.e., all background, interactive and streaming class connections are rejected. 

As a result of this problems an intermediary solution was redistributing the load and 

expanding capacity (where needed) and a new task force was created to redesign new 

RNC expansions in the network. 
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4 - TDC, DENMARK 

Post: Radio Engineer (2008) 

_______________________________________________________ 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

After the termination of the assignment in the Netherlands, an invitation to join a project 

in Denmark crossed my path. The main task was making the UMTS Motorway plan for 

two areas of the country. In parallel I was assisting the end of the network plan and 

rollout of the seasonal and resort areas that had started the previous year. As the scope 

of these tasks have been covered in the previous chapters, the focus of this chapter will 

be a particular group I took part in, for calibration of the propagation model in small and 

medium cities. The goal of such group was increasing the accuracy and reliability of the 

planning tool simulations. 

4.2 PROPAGATION MODEL CALIBRATION 

As introduced in subchapter 2.3, a planning tool predicts the service in a particular area, 

using not only GIS data but also a prediction model. This model takes into accounts 

several factors, in order to estimate what service level will be attained in that area. The 

precision of the model, however, may have limitations not only of the model itself, but 

also from particularities of each location. Additionally, models are adjusted for different 

scenarios (e.g. urban, rural, suburban, etc.). 

TDC wanted/needed to increase the accuracy of their prediction models for Small and 

Medium Cities as well as for Villages and Motorways. Although the results differ for those 

scenarios, the common underlying principle will be explained. 

As not all villages, small and medium cities are exactly equal, the first step was to identify 

several regions of each category, this way, the model's parameters are applicable with a 

high degree of accuracy to most of them and the simulations using the calibrated 

propagation model, deliver reliable results. 

A Continuous Wave (CW) transmitter was placed in a cherry picker and a drive test was 

performed comprising also GPS data. 

The actual radio wave propagation is a complex process influenced by numerous factors. 

Any attempt to model this process will be approximate and should be evaluated from a 

statistically point of view. There is no single correct method of calibrating a model but the 

process described below is widely used. 

During calibration, data from CW surveys is used to calibrate the propagation models to 

improve their accuracy. ASSET allows model parameters to be adjusted to obtain an 

accurate match between the CW survey data and predictions. 
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The overall objective is to minimise the difference between the propagation model and 

the survey collected data. The metrics used to quantify the difference are the mean error, 

standard deviation, and correlation coefficient. 

Figure 4.1 shows the several steps in the process for calibration of the 

propagation/prediction model. 

 
FIGURE 4.1 - FLOW CHART FOR THE PROCESS OF MODEL CALIBRATION. 

The filtering stage in the figure consists in removing samples that either have no influence 

in the final result or would divert/diverge the results. Two filtering stages were applied. 

Spatial filtering carried out per route, in order to: 

 Remove data points close to the transmitter (typically about 100m) since these 

points will not contribute to distance dependence; 

 Remove data points collected on a position higher than the transmitter antenna. 

The Okumura Hata model is based on the assumption that the transmitter 

antenna is always higher than the mobile station. 
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Signal filtering carried on a per base station basis, in order to: 

 Data points above -40dBm, and below -110dBm are removed; 

 Survey routes are examined to ensure GPS positioning is correct with no stray 

points. Signals that stray significantly from routes can be snapped to vectors or 

deleted; 

 Survey routes are examined to ensure that bin numbers are sequential and that 

signals are recorded in a manner consistent with direction of route; 

 Design staff use the survey notes to determine unrepresentative high signals 

brought about by line of sight conditions such as steep slopes, flyovers…; 

 Survey notes are used to determine unrepresentative low signal conditions 

brought about by tunnels large shadowing features in the survey and delete signal 

bins; 

 Design staffs use the survey notes to determine unrepresentative signal conditions 

brought about by survey routes crossing bridges or with results erroneously 

placed in water by the GPS tolerance. 

The propagation model in the planning tool used, determined the path loss according to 

the following expression: 

��(�) = �1 + �2 log(�) + �3 × ���
+ �4 log(���)
+ �5 log(����) + �6 log(����) × log(�) + �7 × ����� + �������� 

(4.1) 

 

where 

d – Distance from the base station to the mobile station (km). 

Hms – Height of the mobile station above ground (m). This figure can be specified either 

globally or for individual clutter categories. 

Heff – Effective base station antenna height (m). 

Ldiff – Diffraction loss calculated using one of the 4 available knife edge methods. 

K1 and K2 – Intercept and Slope. These factors correspond to a constant offset (in dBm) 

and a multiplying factor for the log of the distance between the base station and mobile. 

K3 – Mobile Antenna Height Factor. Correction factor used to take into account the 

effective mobile antenna height. 

K4 – Okumura Hata multiplying factor for Hms. 
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K5 – Effective Antenna Height Gain. This is the multiplying factor for the log of the 

effective antenna height. 

K6 – This is the Okumura Hata type multiplying factor for Log (Heff)Log(d). 

K7 – Diffraction. This is a multiplying factor for diffraction calculations. 

After applying the process and filtering, the model proposal was: 

 
 

FIGURE 4.2 - CALIBRATION OF SMALL AND MEDIUM CITIES PROPAGATION MODEL 

The mean error and standard deviation is calculated in function of the distance. The 

complete results are shown in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 - Overall statistics and statistics per clutter type and city 

Model Number of Bins Mean Error RMS Error 
Standard 
Deviation 
Error 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

UMTS Macro 3 - SC/MC 32568 0 6.3 6.3 0.8465 

  
    

  

Clutter Number of Bins Mean Error RMS Error 
Standard 
Deviation 
Error 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

Road 17558 0 6.3 6.3 0.8417 

Open 1904 0 7.4 7.4 0.7637 

Industrial 1908 0 6.3 6.3 0.8799 

Suburban 11198 0 6 6 0.8591 

 

With this set of parameters, the constants K1, …, K7 were used in small/medium cities 

when simulating services. 
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5 - KPN, NETHERLANDS 

Post: Core Network Engineer (2011-2012) 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

All the posts from 2001 until 2011 had been in the radio access network domain. In 2011 I 

received an offer to join the Core Network team of KPN as coordinator of the 

Performance management team. This change allowed me to take on a different and new 

challenge (switching from radio to core network) and also return to a permanent position. 

In the core network there are different types of problems that have to be addressed and 

analyses to be performed. The main goal was to integrate the Performance Management 

team with the other teams (e.g. Incidents, Provisioning, Roaming…) but also develop 

reports and metrics enabling the assessment of the quality of the network. 

Additionally, the team also assisted the rollout of hardware/software actions, monitoring 

these actions for detection and escalation of performance issues. One case of severe 

degradation will be presented. 
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5.2 CORE NETWORK 

Whereas a Radio Access Network (RAN) deals with providing radio coverage and capacity 

a core network has several additional functions. Some functions are related with the 

establishing and allocation of resources to the radio network, but other functions are 

related with signalling and interconnection. Some examples are: 

 Billing: providing and verifying real-time information so that prepaid customers 

are only allowed to use the services as long as there is enough credit or generating 

Call Detailed Records for post-paid customers; 

 Authentication: when registering in the network, a user needs to authenticated in 

the network and the user equipment is supplied with encryption and ciphering 

keys; 

 Roaming: if a customer is roaming abroad, he is still connected to his home PLMN 

and billing information is received from foreign operators for the usage abroad, 

similarly, information of incoming roamers is provided to the home PLMNs; 

 Roaming Broker services: some countries coming from fraud-related countries 

have issues in making roaming agreements, an option is to interconnect via a 3rd 

(trustworthy) operator, using IMSI translation mechanisms; 

 Paging and location update functions. 

 
FIGURE 5.1 - CORE NETWORK CONNECTING THE UTRAN TO THE INTERNET/PSTN. 
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5.3 SIGNALLING “TSUNAMI” 

Figure 5.1 shows a plurality of network elements and interconnections between them. 

For the network to work properly, the capacity of each of the elements and that of the 

interfaces connecting them needs to be done, thereby avoiding signalling bottlenecks and 

guarantee customer satisfaction. 

In 2011, an upgrade in a set of routers in the back bone network caused an accidental 

reset in a SGSN which generated massive increase of signalling messages. After the reset 

of the SGSN, the users attempt to reselect it. Figure 5.2 shows the number of requests per 

5-minute intervals. Wherein typical values would be around 15000/5 minutes, during the 

outage, around 390000/5minutes were being traced. 

 
FIGURE 5.2 - INCREASE OF SEND AUTHENTICATION SET REQUESTS DUE TO RESET OF SGSN. 

The Authentication set includes keys that the UE will use for authentication and these 

keys stay stored in the MSC/VLR and UE. For every type of event (Mobile 

originated/terminated call, SMS, Paging, Location Update, etc.) it can be set how 

frequently these keys need to be changed. So a request for new keys is usual and supplied 
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by the Authentication Centre (AuC) which, in the operator in question, was inbuilt in the 

HLR (Home Location Register). 

Due to congestion in the STP (Signal Transfer Point) connecting the MSC Servers with the 

HLRs using SS7 signalling the outage didn’t solve quickly. 

In addition, the setting at the time, was to fetch 5 sets of keys per request. This however 

doesn’t fit in one SS7 message, as Figure 5.3 shows. 

 
FIGURE 5.3 - FETCHING AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION FROM THE AUC/HLR. 

As shown each message stayed approximately 6 seconds in the STP waiting to be 

redirected. It should be noted that this problem was only to be seen in the 3G SGSNs. 

That is due to the fact that in GSM authentication information consists of Triplets 

whereas in UMTS it consists in Quintuplets, therefore, more information that needs to be 

transferred. The figure also shows that the five quintuplets do not fit in one set of 

messages. The problem was solved by setting a load control parameter in the SGSN that 

limits the flow of messages directed to the HLR. 

As a consequence of this outage, a set of measures was implemented to protect several 

elements of the network, of similar issues and the capacity for the signalling links 

connecting the nodes was increased as well as parameter settings limiting the load in the 

links (e.g. rejecting messages at an earlier stage of an overload situation). 
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6 - EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, 
NETHERLANDS 

Post: Patent Examiner (2012-present) 

_______________________________________________________ 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Since 2009 my objective was conciliating a job with a technical content, but not only a 

technical content. After conversations with friends, the post of patent examiner appeared 

to fulfil both requirements: on one side comprising a technical content, on another an 

intellectual property protection aspect. 

After a lengthy and comprehensive recruitment procedure, I was offered a post of patent 

examiner at the European Patent Office in Den Haag, Netherlands. 

In the following subchapters, a brief introduction to the scope of tasks of the function will 

be presented. 

A side note: throughout this report, in order to avoid confusion, the abbreviation EPO will 

only be used for the European Patent Office. However, the European Patent Office is part 

of the European Patent Organisation (which would have the same abbreviation). 

6.2 PATENT 

A patent is a form of Intellectual Property protection. Other forms include Design, 

Copyright, Utility Models and Trademarks. 

A Patent gives its proprietor the right to prevent others from producing/manufacturing 

the patented invention; in exchange for this monopoly, the patent is made public. The 

proprietor may (and that is often the case) produce the invention or license its production 

to others. A patent is granted according to a particular convention for a geographic 

territory for a period that is typically up to 20 years. 

Commonly, the proprietor has to pay an annual renewal fee to the granting authority, in 

order to continue to have the exclusive rights conferred by the patent. 

It is also important to note that the requirements for granting a patent in one convention 

may differ from another. In Europe, the requirements are set in the European Patent 

Convention. 

6.3 EUROPEAN PATENT CONVENTION (EPC) 

The European Patent Convention [18], signed in October 1973 in Munich, provides a 

framework from the grant of patents in Europe. The substantive examination and grant 

procedures are conducted by the European Patent Office (EPO). In 2013 a 15th version of 

the convention was published. 
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The EPC is formed by several countries which go beyond the European Union member 

states, as shown on Figure 6.1. 

The EPC not only comprises the requirements for the grant of patents but also the 

institutions involved, e.g. the European Patent Organisation which comprises the 

European Patent Office and the Administrative Council, the constitutions of the diverse 

entities involved in the process, from Receiving Section, to the Enlarged Board of Appeal, 

passing by the Examining or Opposition Divisions. The EPC further addresses the financing 

aspects of the Organisation. 

In the following subchapters the main focus will be the aspects related with the function 

of Patent Examiner. 

 
FIGURE 6.1 - EUROPEAN PATENT CONVENTION STATES. 

6.4 SEARCH AND EXAMINATION 

6.4.1 PATENT EXAMINER TASKS 

The main tasks of an examiner are to search and examine patent applications received by 

the EPO. 
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The purpose of the search is to find the most relevant previously published technical 

disclosures ("prior art") against which the patentability of the application can be assessed. 

Substantive examination enables the applicant (or authorised representative such as a 

patent attorney) to be informed of any objections to the grant of a patent, with the goal 

to resolve these through correspondence and, when necessary, oral proceedings. 

Examiners may also be involved in opposition proceedings if the patent is contested. 

The profile of the function therefore requires that the examiner is updated on his/her 

technical field, refreshes and updates his knowledge and keeps abreast of developments. 

Additionally, due to the official languages of the EPO (English, French and German), every 

fully trained examiner is expected to have an excellent knowledge of one of the three 

languages and the ability to understand the remaining two. 

6.4.2 PATENTABILITY 

Articles 52-57 of the EPC address Patentability of inventions. 

Article 52(1) EPC states (highlight added): 

European patents shall be granted for any inventions, in all fields of technology, provided 

that they are new, involve an inventive step and are susceptible of industrial application. 

 New3: An invention is new if it fulfils the requirements of Article 54 EPC. 

Article 54(1) EPC states “An invention shall be considered to be new if it does not 

form part of the state of the art.” 

Article 54(2) EPC defines the state of the art: “The state of the art shall be held to 

comprise everything made available to the public by means of a written or oral 

description, by use, or in any other way, before the date of filing of the European 

patent application.” 

 Inventive step: an invention involves an inventive step if it fulfils the requirements 

of Article 56 EPC. 

Article 56 EPC “An invention shall be considered as involving an inventive step if, 

having regard to the state of the art, it is not obvious to a person skilled in the art. 

If the state of the art also includes documents within the meaning of Article 54, 

                                                      
3
 For simplicity of approach, Article 54(3) EPC, concerning documents published between a priority date (if 

existing) and the filing date, will not be discussed. Furthermore, these documents (often called 
Intermediate Documents) are not considered for Inventive Step assessment. 
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paragraph 3, these documents shall not be considered in deciding whether there 

has been an inventive step”. 

6.4.2.1  PERSON  SKI LLED  IN  T H E A RT 

As the terms “person skilled in the art” and “skilled person” are very often mentioned in 

the EPC, it is hereby presented a definition present in the Guidelines for Examination, G-

VII, 3, (the Guidelines for Examination are available to the public in the EPO website, 

http://www.epo.org/law-practice/legal-texts/guidelines.html): 

“The "person skilled in the art" should be presumed to be a skilled practitioner in the 

relevant field of technology, who is possessed of average knowledge and ability and is 

aware of what was common general knowledge in the art at the relevant date. He should 

also be presumed to have had access to everything in the "state of the art", in particular 

the documents cited in the search report, and to have had at his disposal the means and 

capacity for routine work and experimentation which are normal for the field of 

technology in question. If the problem prompts the person skilled in the art to seek its 

solution in another technical field, the specialist in that field is the person qualified to 

solve the problem. The skilled person is involved in constant development in his technical 

field. He may be expected to look for suggestions in neighbouring and general technical 

fields or even in remote technical fields, if prompted to do so. Assessment of whether the 

solution involves an inventive step must therefore be based on that specialist's 

knowledge and ability. There may be instances where it is more appropriate to think in 

terms of a group of persons, e.g. a research or production team, rather than a single 

person.” 

The highlighted expressions above imply that the skilled person is not a researcher and 

only pursues a solution in a particular direction, if/when prompted to do so. 

6.4.3 SEARCH 

A patent application comprises (Article 78 EPC): 

 A request for grant of a European patent (according to Rule 41 EPC); 

 A description of the invention (fulfilling Rule 42 EPC); 

 One or more claims (according to Rule 43 EPC); 

 Any drawings referred to in the description or the claims (fulfilling Rule 46 EPC); 

 An abstract (according to Rule 47 EPC). 

Every part has formal requirements specified in the Implementation Regulations (Rules 

specified above). 
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The examiner reads and understands the application. 

Subsequently chooses one or more classes to allocate to the application. The currently 

used classification system is the Cooperative Patent Classification scheme 

(http://www.cooperativepatentclassification.org/index.html), a partnership between the 

EPO and the USPTO that entered into force on January 1st 2013, with the goal of 

harmonising the individual classification schemes. The Chinese patent authority, SIPO, 

also started using internally the CPC scheme, in parallel with its own classification system. 

The examiner then elaborates a search strategy, combining classes, keywords relevant for 

the application, consulting databases and finds documents relevant for the subject-

matter of the application. This process normally has more than one iteration and 

depending on the results obtained the search strategy is enhanced or further modified. 

The objective is to find documents relevant for the assessment of the claims (Article 84 

EPC “The claims shall define the matter for which protection is sought. They shall be clear 

and concise and be supported by the description.”). 

The examiner selects the most relevant documents, analyses them in conjunction with 

the subject-matter of the application, writes and issues an Extended European Search 

Report comprising a Search Report (Rule 61 EPC) and an opinion on whether the 

application and the invention to which it relates seem to meet the requirements of this 

Convention (Rule 62 EPC). 

As stated in 6.2, a patent gives an exclusive right to its proprietor in exchange of making it 

available to the public. For the case of patents granted by the EPO the information is free 

and available in the European Patent Register (https://register.epo.org/regviewer). 

To illustrate the procedure, the publication EP1926225 of patent application EP06807853 

filed on 13.07.2006 (in the Advanced Search of the European Patent Register, entering 

EP2006807853 in the application number and clicking the All documents link) is 

described. Figure 6.2 shows the first page Search report (the full report can be consulted 

in the register). The report shows the relevant documents and the category of the 

document for the several claims of the application. 
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FIGURE 6.2 - SEARCH REPORT FOR APPLICATION EP06807853 

 
FIGURE 6.3 - EXCERPT OF THE SEARCH OPINION ACCOMPANYING THE SEARCH REPORT. 
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The search opinion (Figure 6.3), also free to the public in the European Patent Register, 

presents more detailed arguments regarding the objections and relevance of the 

documents found, identifies passages of those documents where the subject-matter 

matter of the patent application is already disclosed, presents clarity objections and 

identifies formal deficiencies that need to be corrected. 

6.4.4 EXAMINATION 

After receiving the Extended European Search Report, the applicant (or its representative) 

has the opportunity to comment, provide arguments or make amendments to the 

application within a period of time (e.g. 6 months), Rule 70a EPC. Failing to do so will 

result in the application deemed to be withdrawn. 

After receiving the communication from the applicant and/or amendments to the 

application, the examiner will assess his/her reasoning and if the objections were dealt 

with and overcome, if (some of) the issues still remain or new objections occurred (from 

amendments). 

At this point the examiner has to decide the most suitable action. If all the objections 

were overcome and the amendments (e.g. of the claims) fulfil the requirements of Article 

52 EPC, a Grant can be proposed. 

If the objections were not overcome (partially or completely) or new objections arose, 

one of the following actions may be triggered: a further written communication may be 

issued, a telephone call, an interview, an invitation for Oral Proceedings. In certain cases a 

refusal of the application may be issued, this however needs to fulfil the requirements 

Article 113 EPC - Right to be heard, namely paragraph 1 “The decisions of the European 

Patent Office may only be based on grounds or evidence on which the parties concerned 

have had an opportunity to present their comments.” and Article 116 EPC - Oral 

Proceedings, i.e., if the applicant made a provisional request for Oral Proceedings (which 

is common), a refusal decision cannot be made before Oral Proceedings took place. 

Back to the example in 6.4.3 (patent application), the applicant replied to the Examining 

Division (comprising the examiner entrusted with the search, a 2nd Examiner and a 

Chairman) amending the claims (which according to Article 84 EPC, define the matter for 

which protection is sought) and correcting deficiencies in the description and drawings. 

As all the objections had been overcome, the Examiner proposes the grant of the patent. 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the amended of claim 1 of the application. By amending the claim, 

the applicant limited the claim in a way that the relevant documents no longer objected 
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the new claim. An additional search for the amended claim was performed, in order to 

search the amended subject-matter, no relevant documents resulted from that search. 

 

 
FIGURE 6.4 - CLAIM 1 INITIALLY FILED (LEFT) AND AMENDED WHEN REPLYING TO THE SEARCH REPORT (RIGHT). 

6.4.5 UNITY OF INVENTION 

In order to prevent abuses -a heavy burden in the search phase and for fairness towards 

the public- the concept of Unity of Invention is used in patent applications. The principle 

is that, if several inventions are claimed, they should be such that they are linked in order 

to form a general concept. 
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Article 82 EPC states “The European patent application shall relate to one invention only 

or to a group of inventions so linked as to form a single general inventive concept.” 

Rule 44 EPC assists in the understanding of the article, “(1) Where a group of inventions is 

claimed in a European patent application, the requirement of unity of invention under 

Article 82 shall be fulfilled only when there is a technical relationship among those 

inventions involving one or more of the same or corresponding special technical features. 

The expression "special technical features" shall mean those features which define a 

contribution which each of the claimed inventions considered as a whole makes over the 

prior art.” 

In practice, the examiner forms groups of claims related to each other of the different 

problems to be searched and identifies the special technical features addressing/solving 

each of the problems; if these are neither similar nor corresponding, then the application 

lacks unity of invention (i.e., it lacks a single general inventive concept linking all the 

inventions). 

The examiner searches the group of claims of the first invention and the applicant is 

invited to pay additional fees if the applicant is interested in having the further inventions 

(i.e., groups of claims) to be searched. The applicant has also the option of filing divisional 

applications (Article 76 EPC) for the further groups of claims. 

Publication number EP2220897 (accessible in the European Patent Register) is an 

example of an application lacking unity of invention. One group of claims deals with 

reducing energy consumption in network nodes and another group addresses the 

problem of increasing the probability of detection of mobile nodes in a wireless network. 
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FIGURE 6.5 - CLAIMS OF APPLICATION LACKING UNITY OF INVENTION. 

Figure 6.5 shows a claim (left) from the first group of claims (for the first invention) and a 

claim (right) for the second group of claims (second invention). The technical features of 

the claims are addressing different technical problems and therefore there is lack of 

unity. 

The applicant may at this point decide not to pursue the patent for the second invention 

(which was not searched) or pay a search fee and the examiner will perform the search 

for the subject-matter of the second invention. 
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